
AUBERT 

2020 CIX Estate Vineyard Sonoma Coast Chardonnay 

Tasting Notes 
 

 

Vineyard and Vintage 

Positioned along the same eastern fence line as our Lauren Estate, the soils show remarkable variation; 

CIX is chalky white with a sea-salt texture, in contrast to Lauren’s gold-colored soil. Propagated with a 

rare proprietary clone, CIX offers all the subtleties of the greatest Chardonnays in the Grand Cru 

Pantheon. 

 

For those of you who enjoy wines of breathtaking scale and performance, the 2020 Chardonnays share 

many of the wondrous attributes found in warm, classic growing seasons. They are wines of magnificent 

proportion with a polished refinement, and simply put, rouse an exhilarating experience.  

 

The winter season opened with warm, dry weather which initiated an early budbreak, but took a sudden 

turn to cool weather, and most notably, frost. Our vineyards are well cared for, and the vines themselves 

are wise to the ripples of a growing season. But this early frost event eliminated two of our Single 

Vineyard Chardonnays and set the pace for a modest crop overall, even so, these smaller grape crops have 

the potential to produce enhanced levels of concentration. By summer, the combination of less fruit and 

generous sunshine rewarded us with an early harvest of small, compact grape clusters. Harvest was swift – 

a blessing in disguise – and in many ways reminiscent of the 2015 vintage. In fact, these 2020 

Chardonnays share many of the same high levels of complexity as the 2015 Chardonnays, and if you’re 

seeking a point of reference this would be a wise place to start.  

 

Our navigation of the vintage is a testament to our experience and skilled handling. Furthermore, the 

wines highlight our dedication to the Aubert Standard, which starts in the vineyards. The 2020 

Chardonnays, while limited in production, do not sacrifice in quality or compromise in character. They 

are stylish Chardonnays with sleek balance and concentration. They express the diversity of our vineyard 

sites but share a mutual weight and impact. The Chardonnays glide across the palate with plenty of 

horsepower to excite, and they are, without a doubt, Undeniably Aubert. 

 

Mark Aubert’s Tasting Notes  

The 2020 CIX is breathtaking in its singular expression of terroir. The beguiling bouquet captivates with 
aromas of spring flowers, peach pie, lemon tea, and fresh brioche accented with notions of the vineyard’s 
signature mineral perfume. An umami sensation on the palate complements endless layers of orchard 
fruit oils with a hint of coriander seed. Broad and concentrated, this vin de garde will flourish with 
extended cellaring time. The wine is slightly hazy showing our commitment to minimal intervention 
winemaking. 
 

Bottled in December 2021 

Unfined and unfiltered 


